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ABSTRACT 
 

When the World Economic Forum (WEF) met in New York in February 
2003, thousands of protesters in New York and a simultaneous gathering of 
anti-capitalists under the umbrella of the World Social Forum (WSF) in Porto 
Alegre, Brazil, adopted the slogan “Another World is Possible.” Since then it 
has been used to define the spirit of various social causes, from anti-capitalist 
to anti-war movements. Is this the cyclical expression of utopianism that has 
appeared during times of disillusionment with the political order throughout 
history, and if so, how is it manifest in political participation? The slogan is, I 
would argue, filled with assumptions, reservations, and ambiguities towards 
the concept of hope and how the political desires of anti-capitalists straddle 
notions of possibility and impossibility. Nevertheless it represents, as this 
essay will argue, a direct response to the fatalistic trend in contemporary 
political life, those discourses that implicitly declare the “end of politics.” 
People who refuse such a vision are exploring discourses of an “outside,” the 
imagination of other worlds. This essay will explore what contribution theo-
logical categories of hope, transcendence, and eschatology make to this 
exploration. In particular, the utopianism of Ernst Bloch acts as a good 
example of the conceptual tools for a politics of hope that straddle theological 
notions of the transcendent and immanentist traditions such as Marxism. 

Introduction 

Words have a life of their own…an almost poetic play of death and rebirth: 
successive metaphorizations… We think we advance by ways of ideas—that is 
doubtless the fantasy of every theorist, every philosopher—but it is also words 
themselves which generate or regenerate ideas, which act as “shifters”…they 
pass away, metamorphose, become “passers” or vehicles of ideas along unfore-
seen channels not calculated in advance…1 

 
 1. Jean Baudrillard, Passwords, trans. Chris Turner (London: Verso, 2003), xiii–xiv. 
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Discourse analysis, looking at the production of social rhetoric, needs to 
take seriously the irruption of certain words into popular parlance not only 
to understand certain inherited assumptions underlying social beliefs, but 
to trace their possible trajectory, to see where ideas are taking us. It needs to 
reckon with the survival of slogans, chants, and sound bites that become 
synonymous with social movements, and particularly movements that seek 
(or contest) identity through a diversity of class backgrounds, political per-
suasions, and the proliferation of discourses both political and theological. 
For the emergent power of words, in whatever form they appear, speaks 
less about rationalized formulae and more about new political desires. What 
desires, then, are expressed in “Another World is Possible” and why has it 
become so popular? It was adopted in the movement that responded to the 
World Economic Forum (WEF) in New York in February 2003, by pro-
testers gathering in Porto Alegre, Brazil, for the parallel World Social 
Forum (WSF), and which has spawned the European Social Forum, whose 
third meeting occurred in London in October 2004. A cursory search for 
books under the title “Another world is possible” reveal six publications in 
the last two years,2 in addition to countless magazine headlines and titles 
and essays published and posted on the Internet. Is it the case, as one left-
wing book reviewer put it, that such a phenomenon “should probably be 
seen as a form of written solidarity and linguistic internationalism from the 
global/local movements that are now emerging onto the political scene in 
so many parts of the world”?3 Or should we look a little deeper, at the 
rhetorical significance, for instance, of framing political desires in terms of 
new possibilities, the power of alternatives? 
 The immediate implication is that within the political climate of which 
meetings like the WEF, World Trade Organization (WTO), International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and G8 summits are paradigm, imagining alterna-
tives has become a radical act. This is obviously far from unprecedented. 
Most, if not all, popular movements against a dominant power require 
some reference to the imagination of life outside of that system, whether it 

 
 2. Books include: David McNally, Another World is Possible: Globalization and Anti-
Capitalism (Winnipeg: Arbeiter Ring Publishing, 2002); Another World is Possible: Conversations 
in a Time of Terror, ed. Jee Kim et al. (New Orleans: Subway & Elevated Press, 2002); Ken 
Coates, Workers’ Control: Another World is Possible (Nottingham: Spokesman Books, 2003); 
Another World is Possible: Popular Alternatives to Globalization at the World Social Forum, ed. 
William F. Fisher and Thomas Ponniah (London: Zed Books, 2003); Susan George, Another 
World is Possible if… (London: Verso Books, 2004); Alternatives to Economic Globalization: A 
Better World is Possible—A Report of the International Forum on Globalization, ed. John Cavanagh 
and Jerry Mander (San Fransisco: Berret-Koehler Publishers, 2004). 
 3. Book review by Sureyyya Evren, “Appropriating ‘Another World’,” New Formulations 
(Winter 2004), www.newformulation.org/4evren.htm. 
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be an imminent and tangible possibility (such as campaigns for a fairer 
welfare state) or something more literally utopian (ou-topos, “no-place”) such 
as the transcendent visions of a future order promised by millenarians. But 
where do the contemporary desires of political movements, more speci-
fically the heterogeneous mass of new social movement and new left identi-
ties that periodically become amalgamated as the “anti-capitalist movement,” 
lie within this spectrum? Another world is indeed possible, in the banal 
sense that relations of power are radically shifting culture and global future 
prospects. But if that cry is taken in the pre-emptive sense, as an opportu-
nity for defining what is desired and what the place of possibility is itself 
within politics, then the question remains to be answered. The question of 
what words like another world is possible point towards therefore addresses 
two issues: just how inevitable is the current global order really believed to 
be? And what is the political and theological nature of that which people 
feel permitted to believe outside of it, that which transcends the politically 
possible? 

Do We Desire the Inevitable? 
“Endism” and the Death of Politics 

An obsession with the end grips contemporary political life. As Andrew 
Gamble has written, “endism” pervades those discourses eager to declare 
modernity’s ideological conclusions. Traditional concepts of politics as the 
space of exchange and contestation have been superseded by higher and 
“post-” forms of politics that inevitably fall into a fatalism about the tra-
jectory of history.4 The “end of history,” for instance, which started with 
Hegel’s belief about its ultimate meaning, and its culmination in the birth of 
modernity, has, via Francis Fukuyama, been reduced to the idea that because 
a dominant ideology (liberalism) appears finally uncontested, the task of 
politics is no longer dialectical—it has done its job and can now wither 
away. The “end of the nation state” argued by both exponents and critics of 
globalization also hints at the impotence of politics traditionally conceived 
by claiming that sovereign power has been transferred from nation states to 
transnational corporations and neoliberal bodies which, whilst legitimated 
by governments, are beyond its jurisdictions and national boundaries. The 
“end of the public domain” and the “end of authority” are also expressions 
that accept the irredeemable transformation of political participation. If 
there is no attempt at creating stable and trustworthy political leadership or 
accountability, but only a series of convincing performances and the delega-
tion of public information to the new science of spin, isn’t politics itself, and 

 
 4. Andrew Gamble, Politics and Fate (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2000). 
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not just democracy, which some are claiming is also reaching its “post-” 
stage,5 on the way out? The problem with all of these announced “endings” 
is, of course, that they assume a rhetoric of political fatalism to describe the 
actual potential for political participation to resist its transition into these 
new styles of sovereignty and power in liberal democracies. People still 
clearly contest the finality of neoliberalism, the inability for modern sov-
ereignty to undermine the unconstrained logic of the markets, and the dis-
appearance of reliable information and access to democratic processes. But 
does this redeem politics or confine it to the fringe? To an extent, the lan-
guage emerging out of anti-capitalist movements is precisely an experiment 
in such a redemption, because it attempts to take seriously the disappear-
ance of “normal” political participation as an opportunity for reshaping the 
political. It wants to declare that people are not done with politics, that 
there is an imagination of possible change that eludes the calculations of 
(post)modern sovereignty altogether. 
 We need to see discourses of the end as, in part at least, rhetorical tactics 
for preserving an established discourse. More problematically, however, 
this fatalism is reproduced not only through the illusion of having achieved 
(linear) historical progress, but also with apocalyptic discourses of “the 
end,” the irredeemability of social and ecological crises. In both the rhetoric 
of political activism and mainstream media such as the Hollywood film The 
Day After Tomorrow, a fantasy is emerging from which a catastrophic end 
will necessitate new paradigms, an alternative master-discourse to global 
capitalism. Anti-capitalist rhetoric is also prone to prophesying the bursting 
of the global financial bubble in terms which will enable them to say “we 
told you so,” and build a new system with their finely honed alternatives. 
But the point is precisely that a rising gap between rich and poor, an imbal-
ance of powers, and ecological degradation will be able to recode itself into 
the same internal logic, the same perverse yet “rational” axiomatic that char-
acterizes the current acceptance of capitalism. The world ends, As T. S 
Elliot put it in The Hollow Men, “Not with a bang but a whimper.” What 
people need is not the anticipation of the cataclysm after which this mes-
sage will be universally rejected, but a way of seeing crisis as immanent, not 
imminent. The crisis of postmodernity is that it is unable to recognize this 
crisis. Baudrillard, to this effect, once wrote that the “illusion of the end” 
is borne out of a ghost of modernism and linear historicism (of which 
neoliberalism is firmly a part), the desire to, if not resolve history, to go out 
with a bang. Today, however, 

 
 5. See Colin Crouch, Post-Democracy (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2004). 
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we have to get used to the idea that there is no end any longer, there will no 
longer be any end, that history itself has become interminable. Thus, when 
we speak of the “end of history,” the “end of the political,” the “end of the 
social,” the “end of ideologies,” none of this is true. The worst of it all is pre-
cisely that there will be no end to anything, and all these things will continue 
to unfold slowly, tediously, recurrently, in that hysteresis of everything 
which, like nails and hair, continues to grow after death.6 

 
 How should we regard the “endist” rhetoric of our times, then, if it 
amounts to fantasy? For Baudrillard, the truest sense in which history has 
“ended” is that, in its Hegelian sense, the meaning of progress has slipped 
entirely out of its track, its trajectory, implying that the replacement of 
modernity with an endless spectacle of events has taken away the capacity to 
imagine the future, to see an end, and that the “dreaming” of catastrophe, or 
progress, or anything linear, is pure fantasy. 
 

…right now, the perception and imagination of the future are beyond us… 
History comes to an end here, not for want of actors, not for want of violence 
(there will always be more violence), not for want of events (there will always 
be more events, thanks be to the media and the news network!), but by 
deceleration, indifference, and stupefaction. It is no longer able to transcend 
itself, to envisage its own finality, to dream of its own end; it is being buried 
beneath its own immediate effect, worn out in special effects, imploding into 
current events.7 

 
Such an indictment of contemporary political life is, of course, true to 
much of the experience of democracy under neoliberal ideology which has 
found expression in the anti-capitalist rhetoric of “another world is possi-
ble.” In our era of “post-democracy,” “Events follow one upon another, 
cancelling each other out in a state of indifference. The masses, neutralized, 
mithridatized by information, in turn neutralize history and act as an écran 
d’absorption…”8 
 What hope is there of the masses responding to this state of neutraliza-
tion, this pacification of political life, such that dreaming of “another world” 
might mean anything more than rhetorical utopianism? That there is such a 
hope is written into a critique of the “success” of ideology itself. We can 
find, for instance, by looking back to the “dominant ideology” thesis of 
Marx and Engel’s German Ideology, the belief in a “mystification” process by 
which, according to Marx, class relations and relations of production are 
 
 
 6. Jean Baudrillard, The Illusion of the End, trans. Chris Turner (Cambridge: Polity 
Press, 1994), 116. 
 7. Ibid., 4. 
 8. Ibid., 4. 
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naturalized and inserted as cultural truths and endorsed as belief by the 
subordinated class: “The ruling ideas of each age have ever been the ideas of 
its ruling class”9 and elsewhere, “the ruling class…rule also as thinkers, as 
producers of ideas, and regulate the production and distribution of the idea 
of their age: thus their ideas are the ruling ideas of the epoch.”10 In its most 
extreme interpretation, this theory of “false consciousness” implies that the 
ruling ideas of an age do not allow the imagination of alternatives to hold 
power in popular consciousness. We can reject such an interpretation 
immediately. Gramsci had already done as much by speaking of those 
“bizarre combinations” of social movements that never “conform to the 
abstract schema”11 of ideology. The important question is not whether the 
ideology of a dominant class is accepted by the oppressed but the manner of 
that acceptance, its status as belief in relation to other kinds of beliefs. This 
stands in contrast to “thin” versions of false consciousness by which, for 
instance, according to James Scott, subordinated classes do not so much 
believe in, as remain incapable of undermining the rationality of, an ideol-
ogy that maintains their own slavery. It is a question of consent over resig-
nation.12 What else would justify the indoctrination of neoliberalism’s 
policies in terms that evade the confrontation of the masses—hiding, as it 
does, behind a rhetoric and jargon of economic rationality and, physically, 
behind the fortresses and barricades, the riot police and “states of emer-
gency” required to host transnational meetings like the WEF, WTO or G8 
summits? If the ideological trend of late capitalism is to produce an illusion 
of participation through “formal democracy”13 that denies (intellectual as 
well as physical) access to the political and economic process in everyday 
discourse, it is because the “will” (and, as I shall explore, the imagination) 
of the masses can never be entirely counted upon to internalize that ideol-
ogy. It is to conclude neither that a dominant ideology is wholly believed by 
the people whom it oppresses, nor that the ideology is accepted fatalistically 
as something that is too big to be opposed, but that a mixture of the two 
effects of power is produced. 

 
 9. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, The Communist Manifesto, ed. David McLellan 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 24. 
 10. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, German Ideology quoted in Nicholas Abercrombie, 
Stephen Hill and Bryan S. Turner, The Dominant Ideology Thesis (London: George Allen & 
Unwin, 1980), 7. 
 11. Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, ed. and trans. Quenton Hoare 
and Geoffrey Newell-Smith (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1971), 377. 
 12. James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance (London: Yale University Press, 
1990), 72. 
 13. Abercrombie, Hill and Turner, The Dominant Ideology Thesis, 19. 
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How “Other” does Another World Need to be? 

The anti-capitalist movement, we might tentatively conclude (without 
embarking on the much more problematic question of who or where such 
a movement exists) is using utopian imagination of an “outside” as a means 
to undermine the self-evidence of a prevailing ideology, in order to shatter 
the cultural assumption that “there is no alternative.” But utopian rhetoric 
is commonly associated with a tacit admission that its visions are not pos-
sible at all. The classically pejorative connotation of utopianism is the imagi-
nation of the “no-place” of idealism, that which leads politics to the terror 
of obsessive perfectionism, or all-or-nothing mentality, or to the social 
palliative of dreams and visions. Even worse, there is a sense in which a 
utopian rhetoric has been the creed of late-capitalism as much as it has of 
anti-capitalism. Limitless acquisition and consumption is not just a therapy, 
it is salvation from the world: another world is possible: buy this lifestyle. 
Another identity is possible: buy this image. Another reality is possible: take 
this drug, play these games, surf this virtual reality…be someone else. In a 
culture of mass distraction, where imaginary realities are all already pro-
vided for, then it is true that “no ideology even needs to be injected.”14 
Capital is already there, trading imaginations and providing dreams of an 
outside—legitimizing the quaint eccentricity (outside-ness) of utopian 
rhetoricians—to the depoliticized masses.15 
 On the other hand, there is a sense in which suspending the “given” 
world to give space to an untapped well of creative seeing is always part of 
people’s everyday resistances and refusals. This is what Paul Ricoeur has 
said about the significance of utopian thinking. It is the human capacity for 
vividly suspending the real that the relations that justify the received “real” 
(such as an unjust social order) can ever be contested: “…c’est dans cet état 
de non-engagement que nous essayons des idées nouvelles, des valeurs 
nouvelles, des manières nouvelles d’êtres au monde…”16 As Raoul Vaneigem 
wrote during the resistances of 1968, building an “ideal world” is what 
everybody does to affirm subjectivity in the face of a paralysing conformity: 
 
 14. Theodor Adorno, The Culture Industry, ed. J. M. Bernsteine (London: Routledge, 
1991), 66. 
 15. The institution of that kind of imagination is, as Castoriades puts it, the production 
of “invisible objects”—people do not “see” the commodity of “car;” they see “cars” and yet 
the dominance that “representational pleasure” (Cornelius Castoriades, “Logic, Imagination, 
Reflection,” in World in Fragments, trans. and ed. David Ames Curtis [Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 1997], 265) has assumed over the real sensory experience in our society 
means in a profoundly political sense that people learn to live in dream worlds, to own dream 
objects, to forge dream-identities. 
 16. Paul Ricoeur, Du texte à l’action (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1986), 220. 
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The only forms of creativity that authority can deal with, or wishes to deal 
with, are those which the spectacle can co-opt. But what people do officially is 
nothing compared with what they do in secret…seething unsatisfied desires, 
daydreams in search of a foothold in reality, feelings at once confused and 
luminously clear, ideas and gestures presaging nameless upheavals… Every 
individual is constantly building an ideal world within himself, even as his 
external motions bend to the requirements of a soulless routine.17 

 
Scott observes that just the fact that subordinate classes have historically 
internalized a sense that oppressive relations are “inevitable” has never 
prevented their collective formation of “folk utopias”. The imaginations of 
a “world turned upside down,” performed in rituals such as the Carnival in 
the Catholic tradition or the Saturnalia in classical Rome, has continually 
provided the ideological motivation for revolt.18 The same can be said of an 
emerging folk-utopia in anti-capitalist protest, the imagination of a world 
turned upside down politically, economically, culturally, and therefore 
utopian inasmuch as it is “a more or less systematic negation of an existing 
pattern of exploitation and status degradation as it is experienced by subor-
dinate groups.”19 What is crucially different in the context of “globalized” 
protest such as those against transnational bodies, that which couldn’t be 
addressed as simply the struggle of one subordinate group against a domi-
nant one, is that the reversal of order to be imagined cannot be localized 
by one group’s interests. A new role for resistant imagination therefore 
emerges, requiring a broadening of vision to incorporate a rich diversity of 
dissent, a kind of globalization of utopian imagination. Something like an 
attempt at this has already been crudely enacted in anti-capitalist protest in 
the past few years. “June 18th” (J18) saw mobilized demonstrations and 
riots against global capitalism in financial districts in over thirty countries. 
London’s Square Mile saw many thousands of diverse protesters blocking 
roads, occupying banks and financial centres, bringing financial life to a 
standstill, even if only for an afternoon. There was a convergence of broad-
based utopian slogans and rhetoric, a self-professed “carnival against capi-
tal” imagining “the earth is our common heritage” and a “world without 
multinationals.” As one protester commented, the shift that such demon-
strations signal is a release from the constricting utopias of state ideologies 
(such as the Soviet model, or fundamentalist religious utopias) to one that 
invites people to fill in the blanks: 

 
 17. Raoul Vaneigem, The Revolution of Everyday Life, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith 
(London: Rebel Press, 2001), 191. 
 18. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 80. 
 19. Ibid., 81. 
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Not only has the imagination been freed, it has also become more diverse and 
fluid than it was ever able to be under the shadow of the strict monolithic 
ideology of Soviet socialism. …there is not just one way, one utopia to apply 
globally, because that is exactly what the “free marketeers” are trying to do. 
The radical social movements…don’t want to seize power, but to dissolve it. 
They are not vanguards but catalysts in the revolutionary process…20 

 
Utopianism, the imagining of different worlds, can therefore be understood 
in its globalized context as at once a manifestation of disillusionment—we 
don’t know exactly what we want, but it certainly isn’t this—and the primacy 
given the role of speaking words that might fall out of the calculations of a 
given ideological parameter. 
 Is there another world to believe in, as that professed by millennial 
religious visions, or is it an imaginary “space” of opportunity to motivate 
those more localized, realizable utopias that make life a little more bearable 
without creating a new global vision? If an ambiguity in this regard is a 
problem it is partly because utopian impulses often speak the same lan-
guage of lack as that which it contests. Often in anti-capitalist propaganda, 
as Michel de Certeau noted, refusal speaks the same language as seduc-
tion.21 In so far as it remains as “writing on the wall,” both the “advert” and 
the “subverted” advert speak of a world that isn’t really there; both repre-
sent or “manifest” in the sense that they are not present.22 Who, or what, 
then, produces popular discourses of human possibility amidst a culture 
of defeat and the “end”? Movements of social resistance, theological 
imagination, or American Express and Microsoft? And in places and times 
where the demand is that the world itself must change, be different, “every-
thing must go,” or “Que se vayan todos” as they cried in the Argentinean 
uprising in 2002, what relationship to this “other world” must be imagined 
in order for that desire to take the stage, to become a “public transcript,” to 
use Scott’s phrase? To answer this is to understand the eschatological sense 
of the utopias of the new globalized forms of resistance. Exploring the rela-
tionship between politics and “transcendent” hope has, moreover, as Ernst 
Bloch pointed out fifty years ago, been consistently and conspicuously 
left out, aside from Marx, in the pursuit of knowledge: “The Not-Yet-
Conscious, Not-Yet-Become, although it fulfils the meaning of all men and 
the horizon of all being, has not even broken through as a word, let alone 
as a concept.”23 If Bloch was convinced that people were shut off and 

 
 20. From Do or Die issue 8, www.eco-action.org/dod/no8/j18.html. 

 21. Michel de Certeau, La culture au pluriel (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1993), 37. 
 22. Ibid., 37. 
 23. Ernst Bloch, The Principle of Hope, trans. N. Plaice, S. Plaice and P. Knight (Oxford: 
Basil Blackwell, 1986), 6. 
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disempowered from this primary impulse and concern with the “New,” 
with “Forward dreaming” (Lenin’s term) because they have grown up in 
“a world of repetition or of the great Time-and-Again…a palace of fateful 
events,”24 then it is clear from my previous analysis that we face the same 
challenge today. Such a challenge demands recognizing that there has not 
been, as some “classic” thinkers on secular utopias such as Karl Mannheim 
have thought, a historicist progression in western society from otherworldly 
“chiliastic” utopias to the more rational, immanentist aspirations of socialist 
utopias. Mannheim took the “modern despiritualization, utopian as well 
as ideological, of social life”25 as a sign of progress. It is my conviction, 
however, that we need to explore the idea that an ambiguity towards 
utopianism’s transcendent aspirations parallels the ambiguity within uto-
pian social expressions of impossible politics. Even within the practical 
visions of alternatives to economic, social and political life, the utopian 
impulse towards that vision is often an expectation, as Paul Tillich says, of 
“that which invades.”26 What social dynamics correspond to those theologi-
cal beliefs that roam between the immanent task of utopia as a permanent 
task, and the imminent return of the messiah to establish it at some point in 
the future?27 
 For Mannheim transcendence meant the “incongruity” of one’s hopes 
with an accepted (instituted) reality. Use of the concept is thus offered to 
secular traditions such as Marxism in their attempt to reconcile what might 
be considered an inherently messianic hope, with their natural aversion to 
the supernatural connotations of transcendence. As the French communist 
Roger Garaudy wrote, although traditionally for Marxists “Transcendence 
is a dangerous expression…heavy with confusions and mystifications,” it 
may also be found in “the actual experience that man, though belonging to 
nature, is different from things and animals and that man, forever able to 
progress, is never complete.”28 Whilst Christians might concur with the 
latter (for all its anthropocentric and chauvinistic overtones) they might 
also wish to distinguish faith in the divine and transcendent aspirations. As 
Jan Milic Lochman said of the “new heaven and new earth” as utopian 

 
 24. Ibid., 6. 
 25. Karl Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia (London: Routledge, 1960), 230. 
 26. Paul Tillich, “The Religious Situation,” quoted in James Bentley, Between Marx and 
Christ (London: Verso, 1982), 112. 
 27. As Norman Cohn does, I understand “chiliasm” and millenarianism to expect a 
coming reign of God on earth not necessarily limited to the one thousand years that was 
originally implied by the terms. Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millenium (London: 
Mercury Books, 1962), xiii. 
 28. Roger Garaudy, “Communists and Christians in Dialogue,” quoted in Bentley, 
Between Marx and Christ, 111. 
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imagination, “it is strictly a matter of the transcendent, not of ‘transcending’ 
or the ‘transcendental’.”29 The “utopian function,” therefore, is one which 
is “transcendent without transcendence.”30 Whilst taking these distinctions 
seriously, we shouldn’t take them for granted. Rather, we should look to 
practices of utopia and ask how, if at all, they are able to reconcile them. 
 Christian revolutionary utopias, whilst echoing other visions of a uto-
pian egalitarian society, have been frequently suspected of taking the proc-
ess of revolution—that is, the historical conditions and means to achieve an 
end—as a near irrelevance beside the theological impulse to conduct it. 
Gerrard Winstanley, founder of the proto-communist “Digger” movement, 
for instance, is seen as controversial for adding to an already fertile revolu-
tionary atmosphere among English peasants, the kind of millennial expecta-
tion that detracted would-be militants from revolutionary planning. The 
revolution he promised was the return of Christ in the form of a renewed 
egalitarian community, as “Christ rising in sons and daughters,”31 and the 
conviction that it would happen in his lifetime was grounded in the out-
break of digging—reclaiming unused land as a common heritage for all—
which he helped to initiate. Unwillingness to plan and exercise patience 
towards historical change was also, after all, one of the main sticking points 
in the classical Marxist condemnations of political and theological utopias. 
Engels, who drew much inspiration from the messianic utopia of Thomas 
Müntzer, ultimately rejected its foundation in prophecy and “fantasy” as 
marching out of step with real historical expectations, such that “The antici-
pation of communism nurtured by fantasy becomes in reality an anticipation 
of modern bourgeois conditions.”32 Becoming successively disillusioned 
with the church of Rome and the Lutheran alternative unfolding before 
him, Müntzer turned solely to those biblical texts, such as Revelation and 
the book of Daniel, that presaged a bloodbath of vengeance upon the reign 
of whichever manifestation of the Antichrist applied most appropriately 
to him. To conceive of another world promised in revealed scripture was 
therefore to make immanent an uncompromising social transformation that 
was anyway evident in the breaking point of religious and political fervour of 
the dispossessed German peasantry at the time. The revolutionary chiliast 
expects his millennial visions to take hold of present reality and transform it, 
quite unlike the internalized and mystical sense of spiritual transformation 

 
 29. Jan Milic Lochman, “Dogmatik in Dialog,” quoted in Bentley, Between Marx and 
Christ, 111. 
 30. Bloch, The Principle of Hope, 146. 
 31. Andrew Bradstock, Faith in the Revolution: The Political Theologies of Müntzer and 
Winstanley (London: SPCK, 1997), 90. 
 32. Friedrich Engels, quoted in Bradstock, Faith in the Revolution, 147. 
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that was the preferred doctrine in ecclesiastical circles at the time. The mil-
lennium for the chiliast, writes Mannheim, is not “to come” but immanent 
in the “ecstatic” life and fervour of the one who announces it: “…the 
present becomes the breach through which what was previously inward 
bursts out suddenly, takes hold of the outer world and transforms it.”33 
Announcing the end in this sense recalls Bloch’s warning to those obsessed 
exclusively with the prophetic traditions which, at least since the book of 
Daniel, were inspired by a marked shift in turning the promised land of the 
Israelites into an Eschaton beyond this world, transforming, that is, the wan-
dering hope of the exodus in the desert, to a violent hope (and pathological 
fear/fantasy of the “end”?) for the final battle for justice on earth. 
 “Secular” notions of utopia on the other hand, adopted by socialists and 
conservatives alike, assume the primacy of “ideas” as the conquests of 
ideologies. We have already mentioned some of the human catastrophes 
unleashed by such uncompromising visions of a utopian future. We have 
also seen those unleashed under the banner of historical-materialist utopias. 
Both demonstrate that, at least historically, “situated transcendence” looks 
like whichever face of power is ready to co-opt it. Most critique, however, 
of chiliasm, at least those from the Marxist tradition, have made a ques-
tionable assumption that one understanding of situated transcendence 
precludes all other forms. Must it be a sign of losing grasp of one’s (ideo-
logically oriented) “situation” to rely on transcendent concepts, as Marxists 
have often contended? Or might we apply Ricoeur’s sense of utopia and 
ideology providing the cure to each other’s pathologies, and say that utopia, 
whether messianic-chiliastic or anarchist-libertarian, is the necessary unstable 
element to the tendency of historical-materialist utopias to become obsessed 
by the conditions of their own process? Utopia must retain some of the 
original sense of “non-congruence” in every stage of history, however 
“mastered” that state might be, in order for people’s dreams to never 
become the tools of mastery over others. A sense of constant lifting of social 
aspirations is given, in this sense, by Ricoeur when he recognizes the com-
mon pathologies of utopia and ideology in their transformation into social 
power. The need for a utopia that appears (as it did to Marxists) irrespon-
sible at times is expressed not just as the need to take risks, but the need for 
madness, to encourage constantly the redefinition of reality and sanity 
itself.34 To contest that “situatedness” does not mean a mastered reality is 
also an affirmation of possibility as something which always (at least in the 
imagination) lies “outside”: “…the best function of utopia is the explora-

 
 33. Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia, 193. 
 34. Paul Ricoeur, Lectures on Ideology and Utopia (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1986), 303. 
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tion of the possible…This function of utopia is finally the function of the 
nowhere. To be here, da-sein, I must also be able to be nowhere.”35 
 There are clearly dangers in inviting utopian “eccentricity,” the visionary 
pursuit of its nowhere for the sake of disputing our repetitive and inherently 
fatalist social order. But there are also dangers in allowing immanentist 
utopians to define deterministically what transcendence looks like in terms 
as explicit as the state-form. Historically to both Christian and secular 
utopians these dangers have amounted to an institutionalized fear of what, 
given the freedom to do so, individuals might dream about. The “nowhere” 
of utopian imagination, for instance, has often been cultivated at times in 
which religious institutions enjoyed unrivalled power and political domi-
nance over their subjects. As Norman Cohn notes, those times when the 
Church preached asceticism and self-denial whilst being “manifestly infected 
with Luxuria and Avaritia”36 encouraged revolution amongst its alienated 
masses. Those periods also corresponded, unsurprisingly, to theological 
endorsements of an entirely spiritual and personal sense of utopia, an 
entirely non-situated transcendence. As Ernest Tuveson points out, Judeo-
Christian millennialism of the apocalyptic-prophetic tradition were radi-
cally and abruptly silenced when, with the conversion of Constantine, it 
began to enjoy total imperial prestige. Previously, theologies that promised 
spiritual progress in the form of material transformation, an apocalyptic 
vision of Christ the messiah, and a scripture-based campaign against em-
peror-worship, had received institutional endorsement through thinkers 
such as Irenaeus.37 Under the reign of Constantine, on the other hand, 
apocalypse and utopia began to be interpreted as an explicitly individual 
experience through the works of thinkers such as Augustine, whose City of 
God interpreted the millennial ideas of the book of Revelation as “a mere 
continuation of human history” and drew religious focus instead on the 
mystical community instituted by Christian experience and the sacra-
ments.38 Among the historical reasons Tuveson gives us, this switch re-
flected the fact that “millennial expectations had been disappointed: the 
Empire had not been overthrown… Further, Christianity, first a small and 
persecuted cult, had become the official religion, and had developed an 
institutional character so that the special propaganda to comfort the per-
secuted was no longer necessary.”39 We should add, however, that this 
switch demonstrates clearly a comfortable hierarchical institution protect-

 
 35. Ibid., 310. 
 36. Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millenium, 316. 
 37. Ernest Lee Tuveson, Millenium and Utopia (London: Harper & Row, 1964), 10. 
 38. Ibid., 15. 
 39. Ibid., 14. 
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ing its position of dominance by effective ideological suppression of the 
revolutionary-utopian elements of the laity. This reaction, by subverting the 
symbolic power of the faith to one of social quietism and disempowerment, 
was thus a perversion of the utopian nowhere from the progressive sense that 
Ricoeur gave it. 
 This awareness might have been a legacy from resistance within religious 
institutions, but it has not been confined to that place. It was also a hall-
mark of the reclaiming of utopia amongst Marxists, as was seen in the work 
of Bloch. Against the stalwart Marxism of his contemporaries such as 
Kautsky and Lucaks, Bloch wrote in the early 1960s  that “the function of 
utopia…is to rescue human culture from the idleness of mere contempla-
tion on summits that have already been attained; it opens up a view of the 
true content of human hope, undissembled by ideology.”40 Even Lenin, as 
Bloch notes, was anxious to give a freedom to the question “what must we 
dream of?” not defined in advance by the rigidly strategic dreams of his-
torical materialism, or the party: 
 

The gulf between dream and reality is not harmful if only the dreamer 
seriously believes in his dream, if he observes life attentively, compares his 
observations with his castles in the air and generally works towards the 
realization of his dream-construct conscientiously. There only has to be some 
point of contact between dream and life for everything to be in the best 
order.”41 

 
In more recent times such concerns can be seen as responses to fear of what 
the unfettered dreams of dispossessed masses might look like. This is being 
faithfully reproduced in our own political and commercial versions of the 
ecclesiastical hierarchy. The majority of social resistance movements that 
attempt to reclaim a vision of utopia and a “politics of the impossible,” from 
the situationist protests of 1968 to the anti-capitalist demonstrations of 
recent years, have all reproduced this awareness. Authorities enjoying a 
monopoly over discourses of political participation and “the possible” will 
always fear the potential of individuals to “dream out loud.” 
 The predictions Mannheim gave to the gradual erosion of utopia’s need 
to take leave, at times, from history’s determined and scientifically under-
stood “situation” must take this desire for dreaming seriously. For who 
is qualified to decide what it means for someone, following Lenin, to 
“seriously believe” in their dream, and what permutations of transcendence 
may appear in the spaces of that belief? When it came to the messianic 
manifestations of a situated transcendence, Bloch was not as hasty as his 
 
 40. Ernst Bloch, “Das Prinzip Hoffnung,” quoted in Bentley, Between Marx and Christ, 
86. 
 41. Lenin, “What is to be Done?,” quoted in Bloch, The Principle of Hope, 10. 
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socialist peers to assume that the expectation of a messianic utopia detracted 
the believer from constituting reality, or that it comforted the exploited by 
basing its aspirations in fantasy. Against a very Mannheimian dialectic of 
utopia and the exploited classes, then, we might start from Bloch’s per-
spective of hope as an ontological state of being towards the future, from which 
all forms of utopia spring and must be nurtured. From this perspective we 
can assume that all forms of utopia as radical hope are under threat of 
becoming escapism (its pathology, writes Ricoeur), of both a historical-
materialist and a chiliastic sort. “Everybody’s life is pervaded by daydreams: 
One part of this is just stale, even enervating escapism, even booty for 
swindlers, but another part is provocative, is not content just to accept the 
bad which exists, does not accept renunciation.”42 
 As James Bentley notes, Bloch was caught directly in the debate in 
German-speaking Europe of the 1920s and 1930s over distinguishing Chris-
tian from atheistic socialist utopias, the extent to which the transcendence 
of God’s kingdom could ever be equated with that of socialist vision. 
Bloch’s position is illuminating in its refusal to make a radical opposition 
between the kind of redemption actively wished for in the form of heaven 
coming to earth, and that experienced more simply as a reign of justice. 
The biblical account of the exodus, for Bloch, explains the roots of a tra-
dition of striving, of faith transcending its situation or place as the fervent 
promise and expectation of a better world prior to the prophetic-apocalyptic 
tradition, at least since the time of the book of Daniel but stretching to the 
apocalyptic visions of John of Patmos. Those expressions of the Eschaton, 
in fact, were inconceivable without the “prior conversion of heaven and 
earth which the prophets intended.”43 And it is from this nomadic style of 
expectation that a recognition of hope as the basic human response to 
suffering emerges, not in the certainty of subsequent orthodox theodicies 
or notions of divine justice, but hope as opened-up future, “a wandering 
where-to, not only in the desert, but in time.”44 
 Bloch’s project, in other words, was to regain for Marxism as a science of 
the future its spiritual roots—the turn inwards to the realm of spirit—as the 
openness of culture towards dreams not defined in advance by a science of 
progress, in the same way that Ricoeur spoke of utopia taming the excesses 
of ideology. Utopia is practical precisely in the sense that it locates transfor-
mative practice in the primal impulse that people have for disobedience, 
eccentricity, and openness to an all-consuming idea. Rather than simply 

 
 42. Bloch, The Principle of Hope, 3. 
 43. Ernst Bloch, Atheism in Christianity, trans. J. T. Swann (New York: Herder & Herder, 
1972), 106. 
 44. Ibid., 93. 
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repeating Marxism’s reduction of consciousness, and therefore spiritual 
consciousness, to their economic determinants,45 utopia’s function is to re-
imagine social relations based on an imaginative and “cosmic” resistance to 
the coercion of ideology: 
 

To shape a path from the lonely waking dream of the inner self-encounter to 
the dream that goes out to shape the external world at least to alleviate it…this 
passage…gains the cosmic element reverberating throughout its hitherto only 
vertical salvific intention precisely by also confronting the state of society; for 
how could there be an inwardness, and how would it notice that it was one, 
whether as sorrow or as truly paradoxical joy, if it stopped being rebellious 
and desperate against everything given?46  

 
It has been under the influence of the historical-materialist expressions of 
that original impulse, moreover, that Christians and atheist Marxists have 
been able to relate, loosely, as “messianism” the rejection of the necessity of 
an ideological situation in expectant faith of a shattering of that order. What 
is common to both atheist and Christian utopias are their equal rejection of 
apocalyptic fear as the endorsement of the inevitability and legitimacy of 
one type of earthly power. Hope, instead, is rooted firmly in the establish-
ment of a better world to come. In this light the role of apocalyptic escha-
tology becomes powerfully immanentist. As Lochman says, “We have to 
build not the New Jerusalem but—in the light of the New Jerusalem—our 
own secular cities.”47 

Conclusion 

If it is a dilemma for Christian eschatology to ascertain whether imagining 
utopia in this world succeeds in motivating people towards the politically 
realizable, or whether this produces a utopian impulse towards the no-place 
of impossible politics, this is in part due to the temptation to polarize the 
languages of utopia that come from “religious” and “secular” sources. Bloch 
is of some help here, because he sees in religious traditions echoes of an 
originally human impulse to revolt, as Camus would say, that always points 
beyond the possibilities given by politics alone. Should this impulse be 
called theological? For Bloch if this is so it is only because utopian shat-
tering of a political status quo resembles the desire to be God-like, or to 
desire a kingdom of possibilities related closer to a heavenly than an earthly 
realm. In this way, utopian desire is like 
 
 45. Ernst Bloch, The Spirit of Utopia, trans. Anthony A. Nassar (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 2000), 243. 
 46. Ibid., 237–38. 
 47. Jan Milic Lochman, “Platz für Prometheus,” quoted in Bentley, Between Marx and 
Christ, 114. 
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a historical-theological background which lets us assign flow, a current, a 
direction, a redemptive value and a metaphysical site to everything that 
humans create above themselves in the way of works. The site of another 
attempt, a restless mobilization, the site of true socialist ideology, the site of 
the plan for a great campaign by civilization and by culture directed against 
human baseness, against the world’s stupidity and value-estrangement that 
smashes everything together—guided by the conscience of the kingdom.48 

 
Transcendent hope is therefore, for Bloch, to address “forward thinking” in 
theological rather than scientific terms, for it means inheriting an openness 
to the future originally found in messianic traditions. If “living in a dream 
world” is to be transformed into “dreaming in a live world,” then the 
cultural assumptions about determinism and of received possibility need to 
be broken: 
 

…for that a river could freeze over is possible, conditionally possible, or that 
plants have sensations is possible under hypothetical conditions, on the 
presupposition of still unknown premises, perhaps entirely outside of the 
present radius of experiencability as such; but that we will be blessed, that there 
can be a Heavenly Kingdom, that when seen evidently, the dream-content of the human 
soul also posits itself; that it is correlated to a sphere of reality, however defined: this is 
not only conceivable, meaning formally possible, but simply necessary…49 

 
 The Christian claim, of course, is that this eternal possibility that the 
kingdom promised and embodied in the life of Jesus is the presence of 
God disclosed (disclosure, apokalypsis) to the world. But we can recall 
from Bloch that what is decisive in the last instance in affirming utopian 
imagination is not the (rational) guarantee of a better future (as both ortho-
dox Marxists and Christians might want to say about history) but the 
apocalyptic hope for the world based on a belief that nothing is ever final. 
Such an approach is indispensable in searching for new ways out of 
the “endism” gripping contemporary political life. Such an apocalyptic 
“style”50 engages both theological and political imaginations because it is 
the appeal to the imagination that history is promised a different course 
than the one guaranteed by established powers. We are arguably witness-
ing that style in the creative reaction of protesters to their alienation and 
dispossession from an alternative political future. And if we are looking 
for theological categories that continue to function in utopian resistance 
and the desire for “another world,” therefore, we might start with those 
chosen by an atheist: 

 
 48. Bloch, The Spirit of Utopia, 268–69. 
 49. Ibid., 276, original emphases. 
 50. See David Toole, Waiting for Godot in Sarajevo (London: SCM Press, 2001). 
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…the Soul, the Messiah, and the Apocalypse, which represents the act of 
awakening in totality, provide the final impulses to do and to know, form the 
a priori of all politics and culture. That is where this is going: to colour, 
accelerate, decide everything with ourselves; nothing is complete, nothing has 
already been closed off, nothing is solid all the way to its centre…51 

 
Stefan Skrimshire is studying for a PhD in the department of Religions 
and Theology at the University of Manchester. His thesis, “Politics of Fear, 
Practices of Hope,” looks at theological resources—from eschatology to 
apocalypse—for understanding contemporary resistance to the de-politiciz-
ing tactics of the war on terror. 
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